Abstract-The key to performance improvements in the multicore era is for software to utilize the available concurrency. This paper presents a lightweight programming framework called Gossamer that is easy to use, enables the solution of a broad range of parallel programming problems, and produces efficient code. Gossamer contains (1) a set of high-level annotations that one adds to a sequential program to specify concurrency and synchronization, (2) a source-to-source translator that produces an optimized program that uses our threading library, and (3) a run-time system that provides efficient threads and synchronization. Gossamer supports iterative and recursive parallelism, pipelined computations, domain decomposition, and MapReduce computations.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the emergence of multicore computer chips, improvements in application performance will depend not on faster clock speeds but on an application's ability to utilize the additional cores. Consequently, programmers will have to learn new programming techniques, and software systems will have to be able to manage the parallelism effectively. A recent paper [1] summarizes the challenges resulting from the multicore era and describes twelve so-called dwarfs-types of computing and communication patterns that occur is parallel programs. One of the key points in the paper is that a general programming model has to be able to accommodate all of the patterns defined by the dwarfs, singly or in combination. The challenge is to do so both simply and efficiently.
The most common way to write a parallel program is to use a sequential programming language with a threads library such as POSIX threads (Pthreads) [2] , Intel Threading Building Blocks (Intel TBB) [3] , or Apple's Grand Central Dispatch (GCD) [4] . This approach is general and efficient, but it is not simple because the programmer has to control every aspect of concurrency and synchronization using low-level APIs. At the other extreme, one could use a compiler that automatically parallelizes code or uses optimistic concurrency techniques [5] , [6] , [7] . This is simple and it works well for some kinds of parallelism (e.g., independent loop iterations), but it is not general. In between are languages such as C# and Java that contain explicit mechanisms for forking threads and synchronizing their execution. This approach is general, and it is easier to use than libraries, but the programmer still has to manage concurrency and synchronization, and these languages often impose significant performance overheads. A fourth approach is to use a new parallel language such as Erlang [8] , Fortress [9] , X10 [10] , or ZPL [11] that provide implicit parallelism through high-level abstractions. This makes parallel programs easier to write, and these languages have efficient implementations; however, they require that one use a new programming model, which complicates parallelizing existing applications.
The simplest way to write a parallel program is to start with a sequential program and annotate it with directives that specify concurrency and synchronization. This approach is supported by Cilk [12] , Cilk++ [13] , OpenMP [14] , and Unified Parallel C (UPC) [15] . Cilk++ is the simplest with only three keywords that extend C++. OpenMP is the industry standard and supports C, C++, and Fortran. UPC extends C using the single program multiple data (SPMD) model of computation. (More specialized approaches that target stream computations on general purpose graphical processing units (GPGPUs) and have limited annotation support include ATI Stream SDK [16] , Intel Ct [17] , Nvidia CUDA [18] , OpenMP to GPGPU [19] , and RapidMind [20] .) All these approaches have efficient implementations, but none supports all the computational patterns defined in [1] . This paper describes Gossamer, an annotation-based approach that is simultaneously simple, efficient, and general. Gossamer has three components: 1) A set of high-level annotations that one adds to a sequential program (C in our case) in order to specify concurrency and synchronization. 2) A source-to-source translator that takes an annotated sequential program and produces an optimized program that uses our threading library. 3) A runtime system that provides efficient fine-grained threads and high-level synchronization constructs-e.g., barriers, atomic actions, reductions, and associative memory.
As will be seen, the Gossamer annotations are as simple to use and efficient as those of Cilk++, and Gossamer's performance is better than OpenMP. What sets Gossamer apart is a more extensive set of annotations that enable solving a much greater variety of applications. In addition to iterative and recursive parallelism, Gossamer supports pipelined computations by means of a general ordering primitive, domain decomposition by means of replicated code patterns, and MapReduce [21] , [22] computations by means of an associative memory type.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces our programming model and annotations and presents numerous examples. Section III describes the Gossamer translator and run-time system. Section IV presents experimental results. Section V discusses related work. Section VI summarizes and gives concluding remarks.
II. ANNOTATIONS
Gossamer provides 15 simple annotations, as listed in Table I : ten to specify concurrency and synchronization and five to program MapReduce computations. If the concurrency and synchronization annotations are deleted from a program, what remains is the underlying sequential computation. The MapReduce annotations greatly simplify the bookkeeping required by MapReduce computations.
A. Concurrency and Synchronization
Gossamer provides three ways to specify concurrency: fork, parallel, and divide/replicate. The fork annotation supports task and recursive parallelism. Execution of variable = fork function(arguments);
creates a new thread that is executed concurrently with the calling thread (the parent) and optionally returns a result when the thread terminates. The parent can wait for one or more forked functions to terminate by executing
where the optional argument specifies the number of children for whom to wait (the default is all). In C, arrays are passed by reference, and this could lead to interference if two children update the same array. The copy annotation, when placed in front of an array argument to a forked function, gives the function its own copy of the array; dimensions can be specified to define the number of elements to copy.
The parallel annotation supports data parallelism that occurs when all iterations of a for loop are independent and hence can be executed concurrently. For example, parallel for (i = 0; i < n; i++) { statements } creates n threads, one for each value of the iteration variable i. The parent thread waits for these threads to complete before executing the statement following the parallel for loop. The parallel annotation can also be used with nested loops.
The third concurrency annotation, divide/replicate, supports data parallelism that results from domain decomposition. In particular, divide/replicate is used when shared arrays can be divided into independent regions, and the same code is to be executed on each region. Gossamer supports division of one and two-dimensional arrays. As an example, divide data[size] replicate { statements } divides array data into size/P equal-size regions, where P is the number of processors, and creates a thread on each processor that executes the replicated statements. Barrier synchronization among the replicated threads is specified by using barrier within a replicated code block. Data decomposition can be specified by adding an optional shape clause to divide; shape defines how each dimension is to be divided among the available processors. The default decomposition when sizes for both dimensions are specified is to divide the array into blocks where each dimension is divided among half the processors. See [23] for details.
A where clause can be added to divide to specify a boolean condition that must be true at divide points; the effect is to adjust the array boundaries to the right, as necessary, until the boolean condition is satisfied. As an example,
where
uses a where condition to specify that the values of partition boundaries cannot be equal to one another. Pre-defined symbols divide_left and divide_right refer to the indices to the left and right of a divide point. (See Section III for details on how this is implemented.) As a second example,
...
specifies that the element after each split must be whitespace; this might be used, for example, if the data contains words. All local variables used within the parallel and divide/replicate annotations are made thread private by default. Thread-private variables are initialized before entering a parallel region and are undefined upon exiting the parallel region. Local variables can be explicitly shared between threads by adding the shared annotation to a variable's declaration. Global variables are shared by default and must be copied into a local variable if a thread-private copy is required.
Gossamer provides three additional annotations to express common synchronization requirements. The annotation ordered{code} is used to serialize execution of code among all sibling threads that are created by the same parent. In particular, ordered delays a thread until its predecessor sibling has finished executing its instance of code. This is often needed to serialize access to I/O streams. The ordered annotation can be used in any concurrent code that requires it (unlike in OpenMP, which only permits ordered within parallel The annotation buffered{write calls} causes the output of the write calls to be written to a local buffer that is flushed on thread termination. A buffered annotation can also be flagged as ordered, which specifies that the buffers are flushed in thread-sibling order.
The annotation atomic{code} causes code to be executed atomically. By default, an atomic block is protected using a mutex lock. A spinlock is used if using spinlock is appended to an atomic annotation. If the only statement(s) inside an atomic block are assignments, and each assignment is mathematically associative and commutative, then the assignment is performed as a reduction (see Section III for details).
B. MapReduce
Gossamer supports the MapReduce programming model by providing two built-in associative memory types and three operations on those types. All the MapReduce annotations interact directly with the associative memory implementation, whereas all concurrency and synchronization in MapReduce computations come from the annotations introduced above.
The mr_space type defines an associate memory space for (key,value) pairs. The mr_list type holds a list of values for a particular key from a space.
The mr_put() operation puts a (key,value) pair into an mr_space. The mr_getkey() operation removes the next available key from an mr_space and returns the key and its associated list of values. The mr_getvalue() operation removes the next value from an mr_list and returns it.
C. Examples
This section presents examples of classic parallel programs, as well as sequential programs annotated for parallelism. The Gossamer annotations add only a few extra lines of code to each program. In the examples, Gossamer annotations are highlighted in boldface.
1) Quicksort: Quicksort is a classic divide and conquer algorithm. It sorts by dividing a list into two sub-lists and then recursively sorting each sub-list. Since the sub-lists are independent, they can be sorted in parallel. An annotated version of the quicksort algorithm is shown in Figure 1 . 2) N-Queens: N-Queens is a depth-first backtracking algorithm [24] . It tries to solve the problem of placing N chess queens on an NxN chessboard such that no one queen can capture any other using the standard chess queen's moves. The problem can be solved by placing a queen on a row and column and then recursively testing the rest of the board starting on the next row.
An annotated version of the N-Queens algorithm is shown in Figure 2 . In this example, each attempt at placing a queen on the board is forked and checked in parallel using the recursive putqueen() function. Two issues arise from parallelizing putqueen(). First, the global variable solutions is incremented every time a solution is found; the atomic annotation is used to ensure that updates are executed one at a time. Second, the two-dimensional array, board, is passed by reference to each call to putqueen(), which would cause the board contents to be shared among the putqueen() threads. The copy annotation is used to ensure that each putqueen() thread receives its own copy of the board, not just a copy of the pointer to the board.
3) Bzip2: Bzip2 [25] compression uses the BurrowsWheeler block-sorting text transform algorithm, followed by double ** A, ** B, ** C; // initialize A,B arrays int i, j, k; parallel for (i = 0; i < n; i++) { parallel for (j = 0; j < n; ++j) { for (k = 0; k < n; ++k) { 4 . Example: Matrix Multiplication double ** old, ** new; int i, j, it, n, m; old++; new++; n-=2; a move-to-front transform, then a run length encoding transform, and finally Huffman coding. Compression is performed on independent blocks of data, which lends itself naturally to block-level task parallelism. A parallel version of bzip2 using Gossamer annotations is shown in Figure 3 . The main() function reads blocks of data and forks the function compressBlock() to compress each block in parallel. However, this introduces a slight problem, because Bzip2 decompression assumes that compressed blocks are output in the same order that uncompressed blocks are read from input. Thus, the fwrite() call is enclosed in a ordered annotation to ensure the previously forked thread has written its compressed block before the current thread writes its block.
4) Matrix Multiplication:
Matrix multiplication is an example of iterative data parallelism: each iteration of the two outermost for loops can be executed in parallel. Both of the outer for loops in Figure 4 are thus prefixed with the parallel annotation. This results in n 2 tasks. Alternatively, one could prefix just the outer-most loop by parallel, which would result in n tasks and a slightly more efficient implementation. It would not, however, be efficient to prefix just the second loop by parallel, because threads would then be created and destroyed every time around the outer loop. (It would not be correct to try to parallelize the inner-most loop, because it has a loop-carried dependency; the Gossamer translator would in this case issue a warning.) 5) Jacobi Iteration: Laplace's equation in two dimensions is the partial differential equation ∇ 2 (Φ) = 0. Given boundary values for a region, its solution is the steady values of interior points. These values can be approximated using a finite difference method such as Jacobi iteration. In particular, discretize the region using a grid of equally spaced points, and initialize each point to some value. Then repeatedly compute a new value for each grid point, where the new value is the average of the values of a point's four neighbors from the previous iteration. The computation terminates when enough of iterations have occurred to produce convergence.
Because Jacobi iteration uses two grids, all new values can be computed in parallel. Figure 5 shows an annotated program. In this case, we use the divide/replicate annotation because we want to execute the original algorithm on subregions of the old and new grids. The computation first computes new values using the old grid points. A barrier annotation is used to ensure that all threads have completed this step before continuing. Then the computation computes old values using the new grid points. Again a barrier annotation is used to ensure that all threads have completed this step before continuing. The update process is repeated for MAXITERS iterations.
6) Run Length Encoding: Run length encoding (RLE) is a form of data compression in which sequences of the same data value are stored as (value,count) pairs. Figure 6 shows an RLE implementation that scans an array byte-by-byte recording each run and writing the (value,count) pair to output. The divide annotation is used to divide data into chunksone chunk per processor. The original sequential code inside the replicate annotation is executed concurrently on each chunk. Note that the replicated code is a while loop over the input, whereas typically data parallelism is programmed using a for loop.
The where annotation is used in RLE to ensure that the the data is not split at points that would break up runs of identical values. (Without the where clause, the output would be a legal encoding, but it might not be the same as the output The buffered annotation is used to buffer all fwrite() calls in thread local storage, which greatly improves efficiency. The correct ordering of the output is ensured by the ordered option on the buffered annotation. In particular, a buffer is flushed after a thread terminates and after the previous sibling thread has flushed its buffer. The buffer's initial size can be specified as a option to the buffered annotation if the size is known a priori for a performance optimization.
7) Word Count: Word count calculates the number of occurrences of each word in a set of data files. This problem can be solved using the MapReduce programming style. The map phases finds all the words in the files; the reduce phase counts the number of instances of each word. Figure 7 gives a Gossamer implementation that uses the fork and join annotations for concurrency and the MapReduce annotations to implement intermediate storage.
The map phase forks a thread for each input file. Each thread reads the data in a file and puts words in the mr_space wordcount. The reduce phase forks a thread for each word in wordcount. Each reduce thread extracts all of its words from wordcount, counts them, and writes its count. When the program terminates, wordcount is empty. 8) Multigrid: Multigrid, like Jacobi, is used to approximate solutions to partial differential equations. It is more complex than Jacobi, but it converges much faster by using multiple grid sizes. Multigrid starts with a fine-meshed grid and smooths the values using one the relaxation methods such as Jacobi or Gauss-Seidel. Then multigrid restricts the values on the fine grid to a coarser grid with twice the mesh size. This process of smoothing and restricting is continued until a desired coarsest grid size is reached. The relaxation method is then applied to the coarsest grid until it converges. Finally, a series of interpolation and smoothing steps are applied to move from coarser to finer grids until the original grid is reached. There are many variations to this basic method. Figure 8 gives pseudocode for a multigrid algorithm that uses what is called a four-level V cycle. The main function, multigrid, divides the grid among the available processors and replicates code that implements the V cycle. This consists of a sequence of calls to the relax, restrict, and interpolate functions. Constant V_SMOOTHING specifies the number of iterations to perform in each relaxation step that smooths a fine grid. Variable maxiters specifies the number of times to iterate on the coarsest grid. Notice that each of relax, restrict, and interpolate ends with a barrier annotation; this ensures that the step is completed on all processors before any proceed to the next step.
9) Gravitational N-Body Problem: An N-Body simulation tracks the motion of a group of astronomical bodies that are subject to gravitational interaction. Each body in the simulation has a mass, position, and velocity. A simulation steps through time; in each step it calculates the forces on each body, and then updates their velocities and positions. The brute force method for computing forces requires O(n 2 ) calculations. The Barnes-Hut method reduces this to O(n log n) by considering groups of remote bodies to be a single larger body. In particular, Barnes-Hut constructs a quadtree by recursively dividing the space being simulated into smaller and smaller sets of four boxes until each box contains just one body. Barnes-Hut then makes an upward pass through the quadtree during which it calculates the total mass and center of mass for the bodies in each subtree and stores that information in the root of each subtree. Figure 9 gives pseudocode for a Gossamer program that uses the Barnes-Hut algorithm. The Gossamer program divides the force, mass, position, and velocity vectors among the available processors and replicates code that builds the quadtree, calculates forces (using the quadtree), and moves bodies.
Each iteration of the simulation first checks whether it is time to build a new quadtree using only the first thread. A barrier is used to ensure the entire quadtree is built before any threads continue. Bodies move slowly, so the quadtree continues to be fairly accurate for a number of time steps. Moreover, the quadtree build in Figure 9 is a sequential bottleneck, so it should be done as infrequently as possible.
A barrier is inserted between the two inner for loops, because bodies cannot be moved until all force calculations have been completed. Likewise, a barrier is needed after the second for loop, since the quadtree cannot be rebuilt until all bodies have been moved.
10) Summary:
The examples above collectively use the 15 Gossamer annotations. Table II lists which ones are used by each example.
III. TRANSLATOR AND RUN-TIME SYSTEM
The Gossamer translator turns an annotated C program into an executable program. First it parses the annotated program and performs several variable analyses at the basic block level to determine which variables need to be moved into thread local storage. Then the annotations are transformed into code that uses the Gossamer run-time library. Finally the transformed program is converted back into C source code and transparently piped into the GNU C Compiler.
The Gossamer run-time system is implemented using the POSIX threads (Pthreads) library. In particular, Gossamer uses Pthreads to create one server thread per processor on the underlying hardware platform. Each server thread is initialized at program startup with an execution stack and a run queue for application-level threads.
Application-level threads in Gossamer are called filaments [26] . Each filament is a lightweight structure represented by a function pointer and its arguments. Filaments do not have private stacks; instead each filament uses the stack of the server thread on which the filament is executed. A filament cannot be preempted; once started, it executes until it terminates. This is necessary since filaments do not have private stacks, and it avoids the overhead of requiring machine-dependent context-switching code. If a filament needs to lock a shared data structure, it waits until it acquires the lock. This cannot cause deadlock, because the lock must be held by another filament, which must already be executing and will not be preempted, and hence will eventually release the lock.
Below we give more details on how concurrency annotations are translated, scheduled, and executed within the Gossamer framework; how synchronization annotations are translated and implemented; how MapReduce annotations are handled; and on the feedback provided by the translator.
A. Concurrency and Synchronization
A fork annotation creates a new filament for the annotated function call and its arguments. Memory for the filament comes from a pool on the processor that executes the fork; this is done to avoid overheads associated with malloc(). The filament is enqueued with the run-time system using a round-robin scheduling algorithm to promote load balancing. The join annotation is translated directly into a Gossamer library call that causes the current filament to wait for its all its children to finish. Arguments prefixed with the copy annotation are copied into memory allocated on the heap before the filament is enqueued with the run-time; copied arguments are freed as the last step before a filament terminates.
Recursive function calls annotated with fork are executed sequentially if a pruning threshold is reached. (This threshold can be set by the user; it's default value is twice the number of processors.) The threshold is used to limit the number of filaments that are created in order to avoid the overhead that results from having much more concurrency than processors. In particular, a recursive function that contains fork is translated into If the threshold is reached, the run-time executes a copy of the function body with all fork and join annotations omitted; otherwise the run-time executes the original annotated function body. The pruning threshold is checked each time the function is called, which allows the run-time to switch back and forth between parallel to sequential execution.
For a parallel annotation, one filament is created for each iteration of the loop, with the loop iteration variable as its argument. These filaments are enqueued on servers threads in groups of n/P, where n is the number of iterations and P is the number of processors. This is done to ensure good memory and cache performance since most loops operate on large data sets and exhibit spatial locality.
Nested parallel for loops that have no statements in between are optimized by the translator. For example, in the matrix multiplication code in Figure 4 , the outer-most loop would create n filaments and n implicit joins, which in turn would create n more filaments. The translator optimizes this by pushing filament creation down into the innermost parallel loop. The transformed code for this example looks like:
// global vars: double ** A, ** B, ** C; int n; void mm(void) { for (i = 0; i < n; i++) for (j = 0; j < n; j++) create_filament(loop_filament, i, j); implicit_join(); } void loop_filament(int i, int j) { for (int k = 0; k < n; k++)
This optimization eliminates n implicit joins that would have been created by the outer for loop; it can be performed on an arbitrary number of nested parallel loops.
The divide/replicate annotation creates a filament for the replicate code block on each processor and initially divides the specified arrays evenly among the filaments. If there is a where annotation, code is placed at the beginning of each filament to determine the start and end of its data region as follows. Within each filament, the pre-defined symbols divide_left and divide_right are first set to the array indices to the left and right of the initial left-side split point. The filament then evaluates the where condition. If it is true, then the split point has been determined. Otherwise both divide_left and divide_right are incremented and the process is repeated until either the expression evaluates to true or the right end of the entire data array is reached. 1 After each filament determines its start index, the process is repeated for the end indices: the values of divide_left and divide_right are set to the indices to left and right of the initial right-side split point; the where clause is evaluated; and the values of divide_left and divide_right are incremented until the where clause is true or the end of the array is reached. Note that this evaluation of where clauses is done concurrently by each filament. Also note that there are cases that lead to very unequal data allocations; for example, if the where clause is never true, then the first filament ends up being responsible for the entire array.
Once both indices are determined, the filaments execute the code defined by the replicate annotation. Any barrier within divide/replicate is implemented using a dissemination barrier [27] for scalability.
For an ordered annotation, code is placed before the ordered block to check if the filament's previous sibling has completed its corresponding ordered block. If so, the filament continues executing; otherwise the filament waits. Code is also placed after the ordered block to indicate completion and to signal the next sibling filament.
A buffered annotation is implemented by generating wrapper functions that buffer output, and replacing all write() and fwrite() system calls with calls to these functions. Output is buffered on a per filament, per file descriptor basis. Ordered buffered calls are implemented by similarly to the ordered annotation described above.
The atomic annotation wraps the code block with either mutex locks or architecture independent spinlocks. We currently use a single lock for all atomic statements; this has not caused a performance problem because atomic statements are not often needed in parallel applications (as opposed to general multithreaded programs).
When the only statement(s) inside an atomic block are assignments and each statement is mathematically associative and commutative, then we implement the assignments by reduction operations instead of by using locks. A reduction is implemented by giving each server thread private copies of the variables that are being updated. The assignments inside the atomic annotation update the private variable on the server on which a filament is executed, which does not require locking. When the filaments perform a join operation, either implicitly or explicitly, the private values are combined and assigned to the original shared variables.
B. MapReduce
MapReduce functions are replaced by type-specific implementations determined by the types specified in the mr_space on which they operate. MapReduce keys and values can be any C primitive type or null-terminated strings. For efficiency, keys are hashed in per processor linked-lists of key/value arrays; the list is used to chain key collisions on the same processor. Figure 10 shows a view of the mr_space data structure used in Gossamer. Insertion thus does not require locking; only key (but not value) removal requires locking.
In the map phase, key/value pairs are put into an mr_space using the mr_put() operation. Since each hash entry contains a per processor list, the mr_put() operation is lock-free. In the reduce phase, keys are retrieved using the mr_getkey() operation. The first call of mr_getkey() signals the end of the map phase for a particular mr_space, and any further use of mr_put() will result in an run-time error. The mr_getkey() operation is implemented by gathering all values for a given key from each processor, combing them into a single mr_list type, and removing the key/value arrays from the hash table for the corresponding mr_space. The mr_getkey() operation potentially modifies data shared across server threads, so it needs to lock the hash table. The mr_getvalue() operation is used to retrieve individual values from an mr_list. Since each list is distinct, no locking is required.
C. Analysis and Feedback
Determining program correctness is both important and difficult. The analyses performed by the translator provide feedback about code that might be improperly annotated and (implicitly) assume that a programmer using Gossamer starts with a correct sequential program.
The translator performs flow-insensitive static analyses to verify that annotations meet the semantic requirements defined in Section II, to detect common mistakes that are often made in parallel programs, and to warn about possibly erroneous parallel constructs. The analyses are necessarily conservative, and they do not perform any pointer alias analyses. Our aim is to catch common mistakes made by novice parallel programmers. The more sophisticated user can turn on additional runtime analyses by passing various debugging switches to the translator; since these checks are performed at run-time, they add overhead and thus are recommended only for debugging and testing purposes.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The Gossamer package has been tested on the nine applications shown earlier. Additional applications are shown in [23] . These cover a range of programming styles and computation/communication models. Timing tests were run on an Intel Xeon 8-core (dual quad-core) Harpertown system with 12 Mbyte of L2 cache and 8 Gbyte of uniform-access time shared memory. The applications were compiled with the GNU C compiler v4.4.1, using -O3 optimization. For each application, we tested sequential and parallel versions of the program. The sequential programs are the Gossamer programs without any concurrency and synchronization annotations. Table III gives execution times and speedups for the algorithmic portion of each of the 9 applications tested. All timing tests were run in single-user mode. The execution times are the median of ten test runs, as reported by gettimeofday(), rounded to the nearest hundredth of a second. The reported speedups are relative to the sequential program times.
Gossamer demonstrates excellent speedups on most tests. The super-linear speeds achieved for Jacobi iteration and matrix multiplication are due in part to cache effects, because moving from 4 to 8 cores doubles the amount of shared L2 cache that is available. The performance of multigrid falls off somewhat on 8 processors because each filament uses smaller grids and thus does less computation but still executes the same number of barriers. Quicksort does not scale well because array partitioning is a sequential bottleneck, and the function has to be forked several times before all processors have work.
Measurements of the total execution time yield very similar speedup numbers. This is because most programs do relatively little initialization-or the initialization is part of the timed portion of the algorithm. Run length encoding is the one program that has poor speedup numbers for overall execution time-1.35 on 4 cores and 1.42 on 8 cores-because the entire 4.0 GB file is read before parallel execution begins.
Section V compares the performance of Gossamer to Cilk++ and OpenMP. Additional performance results run on a 512-core Silicon Graphics Altix 4700 supercomputer with nonuniform memory access (NUMA) are shown in [23] .
V. RELATED WORK
Gossamer is an annotation-based approach, so the most closely related work is Cilk++ [13] , OpenMP [14] , and Unified Parallel C (UPC) [15] . Cilk++ provides three keywords to express parallelism and synchronization: cilk_spawn and cilk_sync for task and recursive parallelism, and cilk_for loop parallelism. Cilk++ also provides library support for generic mutex locks and C++ templates called hyperobjects that allow Cilk strands to coordinate when updating a shared variable or performing a reduction operation. An output stream hyperobject can be used to to achieve the same behavior as Gossamer's buffered annotation. Cilk++ cannot (at all directly) support all computational dwarfs, because it lacks annotations equivalent to Gossamer's divide/replicate, barrier, copy, and MapReduce.
OpenMP supports shared-memory programming in C, C++, and Fortran on many architectures. OpenMP consists of a set of compiler directives, library routines, and environment variables that influence run-time behavior. The OpenMP execution model consists of a master thread that forks worker threads and divides tasks among them. A parallel code section is marked with a preprocessor directive that causes threads to be created before the section is executed. Task parallelism and data parallelism can be achieved using work-sharing constructs to divide a task among the threads. OpenMP also supports reductions on scalar variables. OpenMP lacks annotations Unified Parallel C is an extension of the C programming language that was designed for high-performance computing. UPC uses a single program multiple data (SPMD) model of computation in which the amount of parallelism is fixed before the program starts. All threads run the same program, operating on different parts of the data, using a small set of parallel keywords and constructs. UPC's model is essentially equivalent to what one can program in Gossamer using divide/replicate. Although this simple model is attractive as programming model, it is limited to small domain of parallel computations. UPC has no annotations for forking arbitrary tasks as threads, programming recursive tasks, buffering output, or ordering of threads. UPC is appropriate for problems with regular, predictable communication patterns over large sets of data like those often found in scientific computing. For unpredictable computations, this can lead to load imbalances among the threads and result in poor performance.
Other specialized approaches that combine aspects of new languages and annotations include ATI Stream SDK [16] , Intel Ct [17] , Nvidia CUDA [18] , OpenMP to GPGPU [19] , and RapidMind [20] . Each of these targets specific applications and hardware, most commonly stream computations executed on general-purpose graphics processing units. This yields excellent performance, but over a limited range of applications. Table IV shows a performance comparison between Gossamer, Cilk++, and OpenMP running on an 8-core Intel Xeon multiprocessor system. Sequential and Gossamer programs were compiled with the GNU C compiler version 4.4.1 using option -O3. Cilk++ programs were compiled with the Intel Cilk++ Software Development Kit version 1.10 (build 8503) using option -O3 and use the Cilk++ Miser memory allocator. OpenMP programs were compiled with the Intel C/C++ compiler version 11.1 using option -O3.
Cilk has the best performance on Quicksort because its work-stealing scheduler helps cover some of the load imbalance that results from the sequential partition step. Gossamer does reasonably well. OpenMP does very poorly because it does not prune parallel recursive calls and hence creates far too many tasks for this problem.
Gossamer achieves excellent speedups for N-Queens when it is programmed as in Figure 2 , but Cilk++ and OpenMP do very poorly. Code profiling shows that both Cilk++ and OpenMP spend over 50% of their execution time inside of malloc() calls that are needed to make copies of the chess board for each thread. The Intel Cilk++ implementation provides an alternative N-Queens implementation that uses a single dimension array to store the chess board, which reduces the memory requirements. Cilk++ does much better with this alternative, and OpenMP does somewhat better. Gossamer does somewhat worse but still has the best performance.
Both Gossamer and Cilk++ have excellent speedup for Bzip2. Cilk++ uses a hyperobject to order the compressed output, and it also buffers the output in a string buffer before flushing the output stream. This adds extra memory operations to every compressed block and accounts for the slowdown compared to Gossamer. OpenMP cannot implement the parallel version of Bzip because its ordering primitive can only be used within parallel for loops, and it does not have other synchronization primitives that could be used.
All three approaches have superlinear speedup for matrix multiplication with n equal to 4096. Intel's C compiler generates better code than the GNU C compiler for this application, which explains OpenMP's superior performance. Gossamer is slower than Cilk or OpenMP for the larger matrix because of the overhead of forking 8192 filaments. When matrix matrix multiplication is programmed in Gossamer to use only one thread per server, the speedup is 8.67.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper has presented the Gossamer package, which provides 15 simple annotations that one uses to parallelize sequential programs and a translator and runtime system that together produce efficient, scalable programs. The annotations allow programmers to focus on program design and algorithms, leaving the bookkeeping of thread management and run-time support to Gossamer. The examples have shown that many common sequential codes can see speedups just by adding a few annotations to a program and that classic parallel algorithms can be written with fewer lines of code then before. The full set of annotations are sufficient to program all of the computation and communication patterns defined in [1] .
The key techniques that we have used to achieve efficiency are small stateless threads, efficient synchronization primitives, efficient scheduling, and automatic pruning of fork/join computations. The Gossamer package is also portable, because it uses Pthreads to provide server threads and is written in C except for fewer than 50 lines of assembly code.
We are currently investigating additional applications, adding more checks and feedback to the translator, and refining the implementation to provide even better performance.
